
coping with the new activism

1.“we’re good, we 
don’t need a 

formal board 
evaluation”

2. “You can do it, 
but i’m not 

participating”
3. “okaY ... if we 

have to”
4. “did that, box 

checked”

5. “maYbe the 
board could 

learn something 
from this 
process”

6. valued annual 
board 

effectiveness 
tool

by MARY DENISE KUPRIONIS 

In the last ten years, directors have devoted more time to understanding what 
effective board governance means and how they should modify “best practices” to 

meet the needs of their unique board.  Historically, the heightened interest is in part 
attributed to the adoption of SOX in 2002, which followed the Enron and WorldCom 
scandals and was intended to bring in a new era of corporate governance.  Then, in 
2010, following the financial crisis, Dodd-Frank was introduced to bring in yet 
another wave of corporate governance reform.    More recently, activist investors are 
encouraging shareholder proposals that, for example: establish a rule that at least 
two thirds of the directors should have served for less than 15 years; call for majority 
voting at shareholder meetings; require disclosure concerning the existence of 
succession plans; require CEO pay to be tied more closely to measurable performance; 
or require disclosure of the board’s self-evaluation process. In response to these 
reforms and questions, directors have moved beyond “check-the-box” board 
assessments, but still struggle with how to develop the right process for their board. 

In the hubris of “good governance” talk, the annual board evaluation is the 
“prompter” for directors to take time to review how the board operates. It is a tool 
used to “take the board’s temperature,” to benchmark governance best practices, 
review current protocols and measure board effectiveness.   Boards annually 
review the CEO’s performance; shouldn’t it do the same for itself – and in a 
meaningful way?  

tYpical “assessment comfortabilitY” progression scale
Directors are often reluctant to assess board performance. The reason?  Initially, 
some directors say the assessment process is a “grading” system, and that doesn’t 
feel right.  Other excuses include; “spending time on the board evaluation diverts 
time away from serious issues,” “it costs money,” “there’s little ROI,” “a director 
might be offended,” “management might be offended, “it might impinge on our 
cohesive board culture,” or “we’d never make the mistake that other board did.”  
Getting comfortable with conducting a helpful board evaluation is often a six-step 
progression.  Where does your board fall on the scale?

whY do a board assessment?

basic board assessment steps
It can be instructive if, after every board 
meeting, the chair asks four questions: 

1. did we accomplish what needed to 
get done? 

2. what could we have done better?
3. did we have the right materials in 

advance?
4. what keY items should be on the 

next meeting agenda?  
However, this “after each meeting check-
up” should not take the place of the annual 
evaluation.  While every company’s annual 
board evaluation process will be different, 
and an individual company’s evaluation 
process may change from year-to-year, 
there are nine common steps to ensure the 
board assessment results in a helpful 
outcome.  

1. Discuss purpose and process with the 
full board. It’s important that directors 
agree on purpose and have input on the 
design process.

2. Use a mixture of tools.  A way that 
some boards have found helpful is one 
year to conduct a full blown survey 
using questionnaires and in-person 
interviews with a third party facilitator.  
The second year, the process may only 
use a survey tool, with a discussion led 
by the board chair. It’s also important to 
use a combination of quantitative and 
qualitative questions.

3. Make the assessment a board agenda 
item.  First to discuss process, then to 
discuss the analysis.  

4. Benchmark your board’s governance 
practices with best practices.  Not every 
best practice is right for every company, 
but it is important to understand the 
principles behind the practices.

5. Allow enough time for the “results” 
discussion.  Too often it’s the last 
agenda item of a two day meeting.  If 
possible, schedule the discussion 
during the annual board retreat when 
agendas generally are more flexible.

6. Note follow-up and to-do items. This 
could take the form of “board goals.”
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whY use an independent facilitator?
board assessments are an opportunity for constructive conversation about 
board effectiveness.  it’s not about “what’s wrong,” but about how directors 
can be better at helping the company remain competitive and increase 
value.  it’s about answering the question – “have we effectively “right-
sized” our board practices?  a facilitator who is a trusted “outsider” can 
bring many advantages to the board evaluation process.

7. Check the board’s progress in six 
months (or quarterly if appropriate)

8. As a starting point for the following 
year’s assessment process, review the 
previous year’s form of assessment, 
analysis and progress on the year’s 
goals.  

9. Consider in-depth board assessments 
one year, in-depth committee 
assessments the following year.  Every 
other year, consider engaging an 
independent facilitator to assist with 
the evaluation process.  When the 
board gets comfortable with the 
process, consider when and how to 
introduce peer-to-peer evaluations, 
along with the full board evaluation.

the board evaluation - an 
effective “pause” button
Boards, like management, can caught up in 
business details and forget to occasionally 

step back and ask two simple questions of 
themselves, “how are we doing” and “what 
can we do better?”  The board evaluation 
process provides a “pause” button that 
enables boards to take stock, check 
reference points and adjust its governance 
framework as necessary. 

Good governance practices encourage a 
board to know whether its processes have 
been carefully developed, or have simply 
evolved because “that’s the way we’ve 
always done it,” or because “that’s the way 
one director wants it done.”  The board has 
many responsibilities; including hiring the 
CEO, succession planning, and risk, 
financial and operations oversight.  It 
should not be forgotten that it also has a 
responsibility for ensuring the effectiveness 
of its own operations.
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tYpes of board assessments:  board evaluation      committee evaluations      self-evaluation      peer-to-peer evaluation

rewards of engaging in a 
board assessment

because every board is unique and 
every board assessment is different, 
the rewards of engaging in an 
effective board assessment vary.  
outcomes realized by boards include:
1. provided a timely platform for 

directors to sharpen their board 
skills matrix.  as board members 
consider the company’s strategic 
plan and critical issues, new skill 
sets were needed on the board.   

2. identified and prioritized matters 
during the past year that could 
have been handled better.

3. prioritized matters that needed 
board attention. 

4. refined the risk and compliance 
reporting mechanisms used at 
meetings.  

5. enhanced board dynamics.
6. changed committee composition. 
7. initiated a board talent planning 

process.
8. highlighted improved ways to 

communicate and follow-up 
after meetings.

9. independence was more clearly 
defined.

10. improved quality, and quantity, of 
management presentations.
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